Nissan altima coupe forum

The Nissan Altima is a solid pick for a midsize sedan or coupe, particularly if you're looking for
something with some sporting flair. Sooner or later, most everyone reaches that point in life
where they feel compelled to trade their stylish, fun-to-drive set of wheels in for something more
sensible. What many don't realize, however, is that cars like the Nissan Altima don't force you to
choose between those two extremes. While both the midsize Altima sedan and Altima coupe are
handsome automobiles, that's only part of their appeal. Choose the V6-powered 3. Even without
these upgrades, the entry-level 2. Inside, the Altima sports an attractive and comfortable cabin.
The interior can also be fitted out with upscale options like a hard-drive-based navigation
system with music storage, Bluetooth streaming audio and a rearview camera. These and many
other high-end goodies are bundled together in a number of different packages, meaning some
buyers will be forced to shell out money for features they don't really want in order to get those
they do. Another downside to the Altima is that rear seat headroom is a bit tight in both coupe
and sedan body styles. Those issues aside, the Altima is still one of the better choices in the
crowded midsize category, even though many competitors are newer designs. For those
interested in checking out a few worthwhile alternatives, we'd recommend having a look at the
well-rounded Ford Fusion , the roomier Honda Accord and the similarly sporty Mazda 6. While
it's impossible to go wrong with any of the above, few offer the combination of driving
enjoyment and everyday practicality offered by the Nissan Altima. The Nissan Altima is offered
in coupe and sedan body styles. There are three trim levels: 2. The 2. There are no options
offered here, not even a stereo, though the interior is pre-wired with four speakers. Available
options include a new Value package that comes with automatic headlights, Bluetooth, an
auto-dimming rearview mirror and a leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls. The
Special Edition package adds alloy wheels, automatic headlights, foglights, a rear spoiler and a
leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls. Many of the following optional packages
serve as requirements for more expensive packages, making getting what you want a bit tricky.
The Convenience package sedan only includes much of the equipment from the Value package
but also gains a power driver seat. The Convenience Plus package sedan only adds
mirror-mounted turn-signal repeaters, a sunroof and dual-zone automatic climate control. The
Premium Audio package sedan only adds a rearview camera and a nine-speaker Bose stereo
with satellite radio and an iPod interface. The Premium package coupe only combines all the
options above. Standard equipment on the top-of-the-line 3. The 3. The Technology package can
be added to all 2. Under the hood, the front-wheel-drive Nissan Altima can be had with one of
two engines. All 2. A continuously variable automatic transmission CVT is standard on all
sedans, but it's optional on the coupe, which has a six-speed manual standard. In Edmunds
performance testing, a 2. EPA-estimated fuel economy for the 2. The sportier 3. The
transmission choices are the same. In our tests, a 3. EPA numbers for the 3. Every Nissan
Altima comes standard with antilock brakes, stability and traction control, front seat side-impact
airbags and side curtain airbags that cover both rows. In Edmunds brake testing, most Altimas
regardless of body style came to a stop from 60 mph in about feet, a number that's a bit longer
than average for the category. In government crash tests, the Altima sedan received an overall
safety score of four stars out of a possible five , with a four-star rating for frontal impacts and
five stars for side impacts. In the Institute for Highway Safety's frontal-offset and side crash
tests, the Altima sedan received the best possible rating of "Good. Which Nissan Altima model
is right for you depends a lot on your expectations. The four-cylinder engine under the hood of
2. The CVT pleased several of our editors with its smooth and responsive performance, while
others felt it made the engine seem noisier under hard acceleration. The suspension here is
biased toward ride comfort, though handling doesn't suffer all that much for it. On the highway,
the Altima's ride quality never feels harsh or busy, and wind and road noise are muted. The
V6-powered 3. This powertrain, combined with the sport-tuned suspension and precise steering,
makes this model the best choice for driving enthusiasts. Inside, the Nissan Altima's passenger
cabin offers top-quality materials and attractive, if a bit plain, styling. Up front, Altima coupes
feature nicely bolstered sport seats in place of the sedan's flatter front buckets. Both the Altima
coupe and sedan offer a bit less rear-seat head- and legroom than some of their competitors,
though it's really only an issue in the coupe and even then there's enough space to squeeze in a
couple of adults for a short trip. Gauges and controls are simple and uncomplicated, even when
it comes to the available navigation system. Most other top family sedans have caught up to the
Altima in regards to technology features, though the Altima still has an impressive collection,
including its hard-drive-based navigation system and Bluetooth streaming audio. Sedan models
have a good-size trunk with Altima coupes buyers will have to make do with a significantly
smaller 8. The Used Nissan Altima Coupe is offered in the following styles: 2. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to

buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Nissan Altima Coupe. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Altima lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Smaller backseat than rivals complex options structure. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Altima for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for
price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Other than minor feature availability adjustments, the Nissan Altima is unchanged.
Nissan has also discontinued the Altima Hybrid this year. Read more. Write a review See all 72
reviews. Overall, the Altima Coupe 3. There is plenty of fun and comfort to be had while behind
the wheel of the Altima. The Bose sound system is out of the world as well. Unfortunately, the
CVT transmission in these cars are horrible. Please, do not purchase an Altima with a CVT
transmission. The Altima is a dangerous vehicle when equipped with the CVT. Hesitations are
very common and loss of power has also occurred. Eventually, the transmission will go out.
Please please please do not put yourself in this position no matter how good the price may
seem! This car has scared me multiple times while driving. Read less. Solid all around pick for
the money. I have miles on and have had no problems. Getting around 31 mpg on mostly
highway driving. Make sure if something is wrong like a speaker sounds as if it has static that
you make them fix it asap while under warranty, or they will never fix it. Reason"I took my car to
get it serviced and they switched out my seats," which happen to have sheep skin seat sheep
covers on the front and rear bench seat so I did not notice that they had switched them for
approximately 2 weeks at which time I wrote a letter to the company and to the corporate offices
of Nissan. With a return receipt showing that they got my letter I was so distraught to get
absolutely no help with this matter at all from Nissan and to date still have no results or even a
phone call or letter from this Corporation. You should stay away from the Nissan dealership in
down town major thief's. Amazing road traction, great road and seat feel. This car is seriously
awesome, I've had my 2. It picks up pretty nicely even though I have the 2. Comfortable front
and back seats, awesome iPod integration, I got mine already equipped with a Bose speakers
and the digital screen. The road and seat feel on the highway is super smooth when going really
fast, and if you know how to make a car look good, this car cleans up nicely with a little front
piece body kit and an exhaust system. I constantly am complemented on my car, love the
Nissan family of cars, eventually want a Nismo Z. See all 72 reviews of the Used Nissan Altima
Coupe. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating.
Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the Altima. Sign Up. The Nissan Altima bundles contemporary styling, athletic driving
manners and a cozy cabin in either coupe or sedan varieties. The smart execution of the Altima
places it among our top picks for sporty family cars. The term "family car" generally stirs up
connotations of fun trailing far behind function. Add the term "sporty" and one assumes it's the
same old car with bigger wheels, a rear spoiler and maybe some body cladding. Such is not the
case with the Nissan Altima. Instead, the Altima is more of a sports-oriented car with the
conveniences of a typical family car. Available as either a coupe or sedan, the Altima delivers
plenty of behind-the-wheel stimulation as well as enough comfort and tranquility to satisfy all
five occupants. The coupe, which Nissan added last year, is more than just a sedan with two
doors lopped off. It rides on a shorter wheelbase and has its own distinctive styling -- from a
distance, you might think it's an Infiniti G37 that hasn't quite come out of adolescence. As you
would hope, the coupe's smaller size makes it a bit sharper in terms of handling and road feel,
though it does comes at the expense of rear passenger comfort. Both Altima body styles can be
luxuriously appointed with an impressive array of options, but those options are typically part
of large and pricey packages. These feast-or-famine packages are further complicated by being
conditionally paired with other packages. This structuring makes it difficult, if not downright
impossible, to pick and choose among options you would consider essential or frivolous.
Despite its inconvenient options structure, the Nissan Altima is still a prime choice for a midsize
sedan or coupe. All are worthy choices, but if you want your "family car" to have some "sports
car" in it, the Altima is definitely worthy of your attention. The Nissan Altima is available as
either a midsize sedan or a coupe. Trim levels for the sedan start at the bargain-basement level

with the Altima 2. Noticeably absent is an audio system, although it is pre-wired with four
speakers. This base model is only available as a sedan and by customer order. No options are
offered. The first step up from the base 2. Above the 2. The 3. The luxury-oriented Altima 3.
Options for the Altima are as difficult to comprehend as particle physics and come with more
restrictions than a last-minute vacation reservation. A luxuriously appointed 2. There's also the
2. Each of these requires purchasing the preceding package. The Connection and Technology
Packages add conveniences like a navigation system with a rearview monitor, as well as
additional SL-level items. The Nissan Altima offers two engine choices. Altima 2. Altima 3. Most
models except for the base 2. Altimas with the four-cylinder engine can accelerate from zero to
60 mph in the midsecond range, which is certainly quick for this segment. The more powerful
V6 brings that time down to 6. Fuel economy is surprisingly prudent, considering the healthy
power output. These figures are for Altimas with the CVT, but the manual transmission's gas
mileage is essentially the same. Occupant protection is handled by standard front-seat side
airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Antilock disc brakes are standard across all
Altimas, but traction control only comes on the 3. Stability control isn't offered on 2. In
government crash tests, the Altima sedan has been awarded the highest rating five out of five
stars for both frontal- and side impact protection. The coupe was awarded four out of five stars
for frontal-impact protection and five stars in side-impact tests. Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety tests resulted in a top score of "Good" for both frontal-offset and side impact protection.
The sport-oriented suspension and precise steering provide enough exhilaration to satisfy
driving enthusiasts while still managing to deliver a civilized, comfortable and quiet ride. The
four-cylinder models should provide sufficient power for the majority of drivers, while the V6's
hp is enough to thrill more spirited pilots. We actually recommend the CVT over the six-speed
manual. It is by far the best CVT we've tested, thanks to its responsiveness and use of available
power. The manual gearbox falls short, with its sudden clutch engagement, weak shifter and
sloppy gear selection. In addition to the manual transmission, the Altima's brakes could also
use some improvement. Pedal feel is positive, but stopping distances from 60 mph were only
average for this class, requiring feet. Inside, the Nissan Altima offers a quiet and attractive cabin
made with top-notch materials. All coupes come with a hand brake and sportier seats with more
side bolstering, unlike the sedan -- which has more traditional seats and a foot-operated parking
brake on CVT models. With the smaller coupe dimensions, front headroom is reduced and rear
seating is compromised. Front seats in all Altimas are superb -- especially when the power
seats are optioned -- offering a high degree of comfort and support. The Used Nissan Altima
Coupe is offered in the following styles: 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Nissan Altima Coupe. Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan
Altima lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Stability control unavailable on four-cylinder models,
mediocre rear seating comfort, complex option grouping. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Altima for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for
price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The Nissan Altima receives only minor changes. Base models have a few more
standard features this year, including power mirrors and a trip computer. Available options now
include dual-zone climate control with rear vents and a sunroof as a stand-alone option. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. This is the car that you want. If you are looking for an
outstanding car for the price, comfort, features, power, build quality, style compare style with
Infiniti G Infiniti is Nissan , and great fuel economy, then this is the car that you want.
Professional, sporty, and not pretentious. Every time I see, get in and drive my car, I know I
made the right decision. Read less. Everyone's Right.. To a Point. I researched this car for two
years and the Accord Coupe before I got this one. So for the price of this vehicle, I'm very
impressed with what I got. And the acceleration, handling, fun factor, and sturdiness are
unmatched in this price range. Read all the Honda reviews I've owned three accords , and you'll
see that they will let you down too if you're expecting perfection out of a car under 20K. I can

definitely live with any of this vehicle's shortcomings, kinda like I can deal with my own. Great
look, great ride, great great milage!!! Just need to drive the grand babies, not enough back seat.
I have owned this car for 15 months and have been extremely please with it. I have not had to
take it in for a single issue yet have just been doing oil changes and rotations. My question to
those who don't like the power or CVT: did you even bother to test drive before purchase? This
at least the coupe has been a get-what-you-see experience. I liked what I saw and 15 months 16,
miles of trouble-free and fun driving has been rewarding. If you want fast, buy a Vette. If you like
the look of the coupe and the features, this car is a winner. See all reviews of the Used Nissan
Altima Coupe. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of
Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Altima. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Good customer service. Salesperson Eddie was
easy to talk to and answered questions. I bought from Essen Motor and now waiting for car to
be transported to me. Sent me a personal video walk around explaining the car. I am in Florida
car was in Arizona. Loved that personal touch. The car They said was Excellent shape when I
Drove almost 3 Hours to see it , The right side had been painted and the paint had runs and
drips in it. They said it was not in a accident. The Headliner was also in bad shape. They never
even started the car. They asked me if I was Ready to sign the papers I would not refer This
dealership. They responded very quickly very much helpful informing and no pressure in trying
to get you to buy a car and was very informative on options when your ready to buy a car. Super
friendly and also offered other choices of cars that became available since my initial inquiry.
They have a great warranty program when you purchase a car there. Unfortunately,I decided on
a completely different auto else where. I do recommend Serve Auto as an option if they have the
type of car you want. Anthony was professional from his first phone call to his follow-up call a
week after the test drive. Even though I purchased a car from another dealer, Anthony deserves
top marks for his service. They were very nice to work with and completely transparent. Willing
to work with me in all aspects of the sale. Will definitely be back! Not pushy and patient.. Good
guys! Never go there again If this vehicle available next month - I will purchase this car. But
yeah, Jose called me within 30 minutes. The car wasn't great. I had a good experience. I bought
a Nissan Frontier SE and was satisfied with the truck. Essentially a cross between the
super-sporty Nissan Z and the much more practical Nissan Altima sedan which is the
automaker's best-selling vehicle , the Nissan Altima Coupe debuts for the model year amid an
appropriate amount of hoopla. With attractive, swooping lines borrowed from the Z as well as
the Infiniti G37 and sharing two engines and its basic interior design with the Altima sedan, the
new Altima Coupe was designed to appeal to younger buyers as well as drivers looking for
something with a bit more pop and sizzle than the typical mid-size family sedan. The Altima
Coupe certainly delivers on all accounts. Although it borrows its overall design from the Altima
sedan, which received a redesign in , the Coupe is its own beast, sporting a distinctive grille,
headlights, taillights, side panels, and rear end only the aluminum hood is the same in both
models. Overall, the Coupe has a lower roofline and a higher trunk and rear end, giving it a more
muscular, rakish appearance. The Coupe is also shorter and lighter than the sedan, which
means that it's a bit quicker and more responsive, another appealing factor for many drivers.
And it features a number of innovative technologies, including an Intelligent Key system with
instant push-button ignition, standard anti-lock brakes with Electronic Brake-force Distribution
which adjusts braking depending on passenger weight and cargo , and an available Bluetooth
hands-free phone system. Also available as an option: A multifunction Navigation system with a
RearView Monitor, XM NavTraffic, split-screen detail, phone call information, and XM satellite
radio with extensive music information. Under the hood of the new Coupe is a choice of two
engines. The 2. Although the four-cylinder is certainly adequate, early drivers and reviewers
recommend the V6 for buyers who really want to explore the new Coupe's limits. A six-speed
manual transmission is standard, while a smooth CVT continuously variable transmission with
manual shift control is available as an option. Reviewers have given favorable comments to
Nissan's new CVT, which they note is an improvement over similar transmissions in
competitors' vehicles. Inside, sport bucket seats with additional bolstering provide support in
hard corners, while easy-to-read Fine Vision gauges and aluminum trim or optional wood-tone
accents give the interior a sporty yet elegant feel. Early reports from reviewers and drivers
indicate that the Coupe handles well and is a fun vehicle to drive. Overall, the consensus is that
the new Altima Coupe stacks up well against its competitors in a growing market segment
mid-size coupes , and is a worthy addition to Nissan's lineup. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get

rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan
Altima Coupe listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information. CarGurus User. Read more. Nissan Altima
Coupe Reviews Review. I believe it is a good value. The features are a bit dated and that is to be
expected with an earlier model. I would compare it to a Hyundai Sonata. The Altima Coupe is
great looking, and just not like all other cars. I wanted a less common vehicle and not an SUV or
crossover. I chose the 2. I think the styling and proportions on this car flows better than a
Honda Civic coupe or GMs coupes. This car is perfect for me. Its zippy, sporty, stylish, and
modern. The back up camera is great and so are the red leather seats. The sound system rocks
too! The seats fold down for more trunk space, and the sunroof is an extra plus. Similar body
style to the infiniti coupes. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan dealers in Atlanta GA. Nissan dealers in
Chicago IL. Nissan dealers in Dallas TX. Nissan dealers in Houston TX. Nissan dealers in Los
Angeles CA. Nissan dealers in Miami FL. Nissan dealers in New York NY. Nissan dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Nissan dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. They responded very quickly very much helpful informing and
no pressure in trying to get you to buy a car and was very informative on options when your
ready to buy a car. Super friendly and also offered other choices of cars that became available
since my initial inquiry. They have a great warranty program when you purchase a car there.
Unfortunately,I decided on a completely different auto else where. I do recommend Serve Auto
as an option if they have the type of car you want. The car They said was Excellent shape when I
Drove almost 3 Hours to see it , The right side had been painted and the paint had runs and
drips in it. They said it was not in a accident. The Headliner was also in bad shape. They never
even started the car. They asked me if I was Ready to sign the papers I would not refer This
dealership. Never go there again If this vehicle available next month - I will purchase this car.
But yeah, Jose called me within 30 minutes. The car wasn't great. I told the dealership that I was
interested in the car and had another vehicle I wanted to trade and asked what kid of deal they
could offer. The response was basically they still had the car and take trade-ins. There was no
offer, request for further information or any real attempt to pursue a deal. Darrell was awesome.
Very knowledgeable about this vehicle. Great car, great experience. Made everything easy. He
called me sometime in the evening on a Tuesday and he answered all of the questions I had. He
was polite and basically told me all the info I needed and even more. I forgot his name but he
was dope asl on jah. This was the sorest experience that I've ever had buying a car they were
very rude and acted like they didn't care about the customer and they wouldn't take the posts
off that had already been sold I think they're trying to draw on customers or something anyway
how to recommend buying from somebody else other than these Jokers and all I can do is just
hope they have a better day. I love their lot. They have different variety of autos to buy. I will use
them again. I highly recommend them. Salesman was so pushy about buying the pos car he
kept trying to sell me. It was not a good car. Not as advertised. Pieces missing I told him
absolutely not and he kept going. Finally he tried to show me something else that I never even
wanted to look at. Such a bad experience. Contacted dealer said car is not there any longer yet
I'm still seeing ads for it, makes me think it is a bait car to get you to call them. Dealer
responded quickly. Staff was very helpful. They have a repair shop and will make sure you are
in great condition before you leave the lot. I was very happy with my experience. Hunter, the
sales representative, was very professional and helpful. He responded quickly, and upon
showing up to see the car, I was able to take my time to check it out and then do the test drive.
The lot is small, yet the service felt like it was at a larger, reputable dealership. I would
recommend to friends for a used car. Very professional we just couldn't work out a financial
agreement with the car being financed. I highly recommend these guys to everyone I ended up
choosing a different car than the one I was initially interested in. I really love the car James
suggested. Excellent customer service! James is a great salesman. We got through the
paperwork in less than 30 mins and rode out with my new car a happy customer. James is a
pleasure to deal with, his brother is just a great with mechanical skills. The Nissan Altima Coupe
offers sexy, reliable performance with moderate fuel thirst at an affordable price point. The
Altima Coupe exhibits beautiful styling, but needs some touch of the Nissan Z under the hood
to help its performance match its street-hot looks. But it comes at a nice price point and offers
proven reliability. In its ongoing effort to keep up with Honda and Toyota, Nissan designed its
own midsize two-door coupe for the Altima Coupe. While its mechanicals are based on the
Altima Sedan's, the new Coupe shares only its aluminum hood with the Sedan; all other body

panels are unique to the Coupe. In addition, the Coupe has a 4-inch shorter wheelbase, a 2.
Many reviewers see a strong family resemblance to the Infiniti G35, and it seems a number of
buyers would agree - not able to afford the Infiniti, they opted for the more reasonably priced
Altima Coupe. Two trims are available: The 2. A number of options packages are available for
each, though reviewers find the standard equipment list impressive. The Altima Coupe is,
interestingly enough, aimed at both young and older drivers. Young people, not yet married or
married but without children, will find the Coupe a smart, sexy set of wheels comfortable on
highway trips and at city entertainment spots. Gas mileage is reasonable with both engines, but
the 2. The 2. The standard transmission is a six-speed manual. Some find it notchy, but most
enjoy rowing through it for a more lively Coupe experience and even claim it's better than the
BWM 3 Series' six-speed. Yet one reviewer felt the CVT seemed to let the engine do more
wandering than anything else. It produces hp at 6, rpm with lb-ft of torque and can propel the
Coupe across the jump in 5. The quarter-mile came up in Overall, reviewers note basic handling
differences between the 2. The speed-sensitive variable-assist steering is rated good, if not
exciting. The brakes deliver consistent, reliable stops. Basically, reviewers seem to approach
the Coupe at face value and expect its performance to match its sexy, smart, fast appearance.
Taken for what it is, the Nissan Coupe is a fun drive and competent daily driver that will
certainly turn heads. And that seems to sum it up: The Coupe behaves like a typical front-driver,
pushing into oversteer in the corners with its slightly lifeless steering, although Nissan has at
least managed to banish torque steer. Overall, due to its shorter wheelbase and slight weight
advantage, the Coupe provides more sprightly performance than the more conservative Altima
Sedan. The Altima Coupe has seat belts for five, but comfortably seats four â€” blame it on the
coupe configuration. The rest of the interior is basically from the tried-and-true Altima Sedan.
The well-laid-out dashboard is populated with comfortable knobs and switches, all in easy
reach. Three circular gauges face the driver: tachometer, speedometer, and gas and engine
temperature. LCD readouts for trip and various safety and personal data appear in the bases of
those larger gauges. And then, at the lower-right corner, the big red button. This system is
standard on both trims. Storage spaces are sprinkled throughout the interior: The base of the
center stack has a covered storage bin with a power point deep inside, between the shift boot
and the bi-level center storage bin are two cupholders, with two more in the rear seat, and there
are storage bins in the door panels. Most reviewers find the cabin fit and finish, as with the
exterior, to be exceptionally well done. As for the quality of interior materials, most reviewers
were satisfied that they matched this level of automobile; there were only a few minor
complaints. The 3. Both Coupes have option packages available. Premium Packages add heated
seats, leather, and incorporate the Technology Package. Standard on all Altima Coupes are
front dual-stage airbags, front-seat-mounted side impact airbags, roof-mounted curtain
side-impact airbags for front and rear passenger head protection, side-door guard beams, front
and rear crumple zones, an energy-absorbing steering column, a tire pressure monitoring
system, and four-wheel ABS disc brakes. Traction Control and Vehicle Dynamic Control
systems are optional on the 3. The Altima Coupe earned four out of five stars in
government-sponsored driver and passenger frontal impact crash tests and five stars for both
front and back seat side impact crash tests, with a five-star rating in rollover tests. User reviews
give the Altima Coupe top ratings. Overall, owners love its styling, with many referring to its
G35 looks, performance, economy, and standard keyless entry feature. We'll help you find
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great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan
Altima Coupe listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus?
Nissan Altima Coupe 2. Nissan Altima Coupe 3.

